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Introducing Touch Develop 

Touch develop is different to most programming languages. It is a combination of visual programming and text 

based programming. It is use for from children in KS2 and KS3 and can be used by people on any device.  

Touch develop can be programmed using a Surface, PC, iPad, Android and any other device. The only thing you need 

to have is a HTML5 browser. You can access it by visiting http://www.touchdevelop.com  

The buttons above help you click and include the various pieces of code required when making an app 

Touch Develop has a very easy to use platform which allows you to add new things by clicking the simple buttons 

above.  

To program using the platform, you click the buttons and they build the script for you. Alternatively, you can type 

using a keyboard. The following example would post some text to the wall.   

http://www.touchdevelop.com/
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Running Touch Develop 

Touch Develop is free and can be access by using a HTML5 browser from www.touchdevelop.com.   

Hour of code tutorials 

If this is your first time accessing Touch Develop and you have a very small amount of experience, you can work 

through the tutorials on their website. They have included many different tutorials for you to complete. It is useful 

to have a look through these first. They walk you through a number of different tasks such as slicing games, 

soundboards.  

As a teacher it might be useful for you to approach some of these tasks before delivering a session. It will help you 

understand the environment more. You can access these tutorials > https://www.touchdevelop.com/hourofcode2  

 

Here are a few examples of these tutorials available 

Basic Examples 

Here are some examples of buttons which are used regularly within Touch Develop. They range from adding a simple 

sprite in, to changing the background of your application.  

 Changing a background 

Select your board 

 

Upload your picture 

 

 

Create the board using the 

variable 

 

Set the background picture 

 

Post it to the wall for viewing 

 

 

 

This is what it should look like, 

press the run button to start 

your program. 

http://www.touchdevelop.com/
https://www.touchdevelop.com/hourofcode2


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adding a sprite 
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Add in your variable and create a 

sprite. 

 

Upload a picture 

 

Select your sprite and add it to 

the board. Create a picture for 

the sprite. 

 

Set the position of the sprite. 

 

Set the height of the sprite. 

 

 

Set the width of the sprite. 

 

 

Post it to the wall for viewing.  

 

This is what it should look like; 

press the run button to start 

your program. 

 Resources 

A full scheme of work and resources for teaching how to do a simple bumble bee game (including algorithm and 

logic) can be downloaded from the following address: 

 KS2 – A basic introduction including the use of a turtle.  

http://raychambers.wordpress.com/touch-develop-ks2/  

 KS3 – A more in depth use of touch develop including creating your own game.  

http://raychambers.wordpress.com/touch-develop-scheme-of-work-2-2/  

Access two more tutorials here: 

 Create a stop go animation using touch develop - http://tdev.ly/ixhv   

 Create a story using If Statements on touch develop - http://tdev.ly/fcxs  

A series of video tutorials, developed by Ray Chambers can be found on YouTube. Click Here to access the tutorials.  

http://raychambers.wordpress.com/touch-develop-ks2/
http://raychambers.wordpress.com/touch-develop-scheme-of-work-2-2/
http://tdev.ly/ixhv
http://tdev.ly/fcxs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUq4Zc-o_20&list=PLt_K63PuRoWGouEfFvEvM8QUc1bNno7R0

